
Shuttle Runs
The Battlefield
Landing sections and hive Space Ports would typically be located either on a section of the 
upper hive that would jut out of the structure for ease of landing, or be deep within the hive 
sprawl that typically surrounded a hive tower. They would be surrounded by lots of buildings 
and defences and the fighting would get very up close and personal within the tight spaces of a 
cityfight. 

While setting up the terrain make sure to use either a Skyshield Landing Pad or one of the 
biggest buildings in your collection in the centre of the defenders deployment zone (See below). 

If you use a Skyshield then the model cannot be attacked by the Attacking forces (doesnt count 
towards the defenders power limit) they are trying to capture these structures, not blow them 
up. The Landing pad will ALWAYS be in a shielded configuration. It also gains the defensible 
trait. 

If you use a building then simply follow the normal rules for ruins. 

Vital Building
Regardless of which terrain feature you use from your collection this building will now be the 
Vital Building and is the primary games objective. Place an objective counter in the centre of 
the terrain piece, this is the games objective. In addition to being the games objective it also 
contains several pieces of dropped off supplies, such as extra ammo and medical supplies. 
Defending units in or on the terrain piece can re-roll hit rolls of 1 for ranged attacks and ignore 
wounds on a 6+. 



The Battle
This game represents an Attacking force attempting to take away the Defending forces ability 
to bring in fresh supplies and even possibly use the landing pads and supply buildings for 
themselves. 

Deployment and Objective
Use the deployment zone (on page 1) for this game. This game is played best on a 6’ by 4’ board 
but is playable on a strike force board size. 

Once terrain has been set up the attack then picks one of the long table edge to be their table 
edge. The opposite is the defender’s table edge. 

The Defender then places up to two Troop choices within their own deployment zone and (if 
available) places two Icarus Lascannons within 6 inch of the Vital Building.The rest of their 
force is put into Special Reserve. The Attacker then sets up their entire army wholly within their 
deployment zone. They can if they wish, put up to 25% of their force in strategic reserve.

To win the game the Attacker must control the objective in the middle of the Vital Building by 
the end of turn 6, any other result is a defenders victory. 

The Attacker goes first in this mission.

Armies
70pl for the Defender
80pl for the Attacker

Special Reserve. 
The defenders units that are not set up on the board are set up in Special Reserve. Starting 
in the defenders turn 2 command phase roll a d6 for each unit in Special Reserve (Units 
in a transport can be rolled for together). On a 3+ the unit can be deployed in that turns 
Reinforcement Step. They must be set up wholly within 6inch of the defenders table edge. If the 
defender wishes they can be set up in combat with any enemy units that close to the defenders 
table edge and count as charging. Do the same again in Turn 3. If any units are left at the start of 
turn 4 they automatically come on in turn 4. 


